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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research was to improve student learning outcomes,
activities, and positive responses. Classroom action research carried out in
4 stages: planning, action and observation, reflection, and revision that
carried out in three cycles. Data were collected through test, observation,
questionnaire, and documentation. The participants of this research are
class XI-3 students of State Senior High School 1 Krembung. Data were
analyzed descriptively quantitative. Observation cycle 1, motivation by the
teacher, learning objectives, explanation of working on worksheets,
worksheet systematics, class control, seating settings, and intelligence use
are lacking. The mean obtained is 55 with grade completeness of 38%.
Observation cycle 2, delivery of learning objectives hastily, connecting
material with daily phenomena is less clear, concluding that the material is
not systematic. However, many students begin to maximize their
intelligence to obtain a mean 63.75 with class completeness of 60%.
Observation cycle 3 shows an improvement, and the process runs smoothly
so that the mean is 74 with grade completeness 81%. Students' positive
activity increased from cycle I to cycle III while learning achievement from
cycle one to cycle three increased respectively by 38%, 60%, and 81%. The
student’s response questionnaire showed that students had a positive
attitude with 81.73% and 18.27% negative. In conclusion, student
achievement and activity in learning had increased and received a positive
response.

INTRODUCTION
Based on the preliminary observations, some problems occurred in class XI-3 at State
Senior High School 1 Krembung, Sidoarjo. The average daily test score of 55.7 and
classical learning completeness of 48.57% with details of 14 students completing
learning and 18 students who did not complete a minimum completeness criteria limit
of 70. Teachers tend to use one intelligence to measure student learning success, namely
logical-mathematical intelligence in student learning activities and student learning
tests. Some students experienced difficulties solving physics problems. This problem is
due to the solving of physics questions only through a mathematical approach,
meaning that only logical-mathematical students can understand physics well (Suryani,
2016; Saputra, 2014), even though not all students have the adequate logical
intelligence-mathematically.
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Students are more involved with logic-mathematical or computational problems
with a high level of difficulty. There is difficulty in realizing the use of methods where
students expected to be more active and more critical in responding to the lessons they
learn (Acat, 2014; Prastyo, 2012). There is a tendency for teachers to measure student
achievement with only one intelligence, that is logical-mathematical intelligence.
However, students have potential, character, uniqueness in increasing learning success,
and teachers' difficulty changing class conditions to be more active, especially for
students. If the teacher forms groups then give the counting questions in groups, one of
the students relies on other students who have relatively good logical-mathematical
intelligence in completing the task (Isnaini et al., 2016; Rachmawati, 2012). There is still
a lack of attention to the interests of students who have their way of achieving learning
success with the intelligence possessed by a student that must be optimized, namely
intelligence: Linguistic intelligence, musical intelligence, logical-mathematical
intelligence, visual-spatial intelligence, bodily-kinesthetic intelligence, interpersonal
intelligence, intrapersonal intelligence (Gardner, 2013; Guzman, 2010; Said &
Budimanjaya, 2015).
Intelligence as the ability to solve problems, or create valuable products in one or
several cultural environments or societies must be empowered primarily in education.
Not all students have the same interests and abilities, and not all of us learn the same
way (Munawaroh, 2011; Widjajanti, 2012; Yaumi & Nurdin, 2013). Based on the
statement above, students have different intelligence tendencies and have different
ways of solving education problems. Through the empowerment of multiple
intelligence, it is a that multiple intelligence can accommodate students with unique,
different mindsets in achieving a specific goal and can increase student enthusiasm in
learning (Astuti, 2018; Aka, 2016). For this reason, an approach with multiple
intelligence in learning is necessary so students can participate in increasing their
learning success, develop and strengthen student intelligence and facilities and
infrastructure that facilitate have an active role in achieving learning goals (Anaduaka,
2011). Learning through a multiple intelligence approach will be more accomodating
for its success if teachers have motivation and creativity in changing the learning
experience, as well as the courage to step out of the comfort zone in teaching and
teacher's plan (Calik & Birgill, 2013; Al-Zyoud & Nemrawi, 2015). To get out of the
comfort zone, by trying more variety, innovative and creative learning, this can be done
in an integrated way in quantum teaching, namely "Bring Their World to Our World
and Deliver Our World to Their World" (DePorter et al., 2013; Lasimin, 2013). One way
to do it is by linking (daily) life events, thoughts, or feelings related to its subjects.
Teachers need to understand and know their interests and aspirations and thoughts
linked to the learning experiences itself. Teachers will find it easier to guide students, to
prepare them to enter the world of learning. The teacher provides a more profound
understanding of education by relating to an event, thought, or feeling in everyday life
with subjects. Ultimately, the teacher provides more in-depth knowledge to students to
learn what they get in full. It can apply in life other than conceptual understanding
(Khashan, 2014).
Quantum learning requires teachers to change the classroom's learning atmosphere
to be more active, dynamic, and lively with all its components that interact with each
other in synergy to achieve the learning goals. By facilitating students accordingly,
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having positive outcomes are expected. Facilitating students are done through
modalities that are reserved and provide students' diversity and provide freedom of
learning within agreed boundaries to foster motivation, interest, and attention from
students in receiving knowledge in student learning achievement (DePorter et al., 2013;
Manurung, 2013). Quantum Teaching is the same as a symphony in which there are
elements to create a learning environment, as explained above, these elements are
context and content. Context is an atmosphere of change (orchestra) by empowering a
solid foundation, a supportive environment, and a dynamic learning design. The
content elements include excellent presentation, flexible facilitation, learning skills for
learning, and life skills (Gardner, 2013; Suardana, 2013).
The orchestration of success through the context described above will create a sense
of belonging. The sense of belonging will increase and result in appreciation so that the
class will become a learning community that students strive for and keen on doing.
Hence, it is not because of impulsiveness that will impact themselves negatively. The
explanation of the context itself is orchestrating several things, that are: (a)
Orchestrating the atmosphere, (b) Orchestrating the Platform, (c) Orchestrating the
Environment, (c) Orchestrating the Teaching Design (DePorter et al., 2013; Gardner,
2013). The objectives of this study are: (1) Describe the use of multiple intelligence
approaches with the Quantum Teaching strategy in improving student learning
achievement, (2) Describe student responses, and (3) Describe the increase in teacher
activity and student enthusiasm during learning.
RESEARCH METHOD
Types of research
This type of research is classroom action research. Classroom action research is used to
improve learning in the classroom by as many as three cycles. Each cycle consists of
planning, carrying out activities, and observations, then reflecting by producing
revisions to the next planning. It will be seen that the increase in student learning
achievement, besides observing teacher activities and students, learning outcomes, and
student responses. Classroom action research is research carried out collectively by
social groups, including education aiming to improve their work quality and overcome
various pressing problems (Sugiyono, 2015).
Research Subjects
The subjects to be researched were class XI-3 at State Senior High School 1 Krembung,
Sidoarjo. This research was conducted by the State Senior High School 1 Krembung.
Description of Cycle in Classroom Action Research
Planning
This stage is the preparation stage in learning used in teaching and learning activities.
This planning includes intelligence diagnosis sheets, making syllabi, compiling
Learning Improvement Plans, preparing Student Activity Sheets and Student
Evaluation Sheets, Assessment Sheets, learning observation sheets, teacher activity
observation sheets and student activities, student response sheet.
Action and observation
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When implementing the action, the researcher carried out the Learning Improvement
Plan activities that carry out learning activities by applying multiple intelligence
methods in the Quantum Teaching strategy. At this stage, there is also an action to take
a student's intelligence diagnosis, which is expected to determine the tendency of
students' intelligence. Observations are made simultaneously with the implementation
of the action using observation sheets. Observations are aimed at teachers and students
when teaching and learning activities take place.
Reflecting
Reflection is done by reviewing the plans that have been made, actions that take place,
and the results of observations made. By reflecting, information about deficiencies in a
cycle and improvements to the next cycle's planning are made according to the
evaluation results.
Revise
This stage is carried out by making or formulating corrective steps based on the results
of the reflections that have been made. The results of these improvements are
manifested in planning in the next cycle. If it meets the minimum criteria specified, the
cycle is terminated.
Data Collection Instruments
The instrument used consists of: (1) a list of intelligence diagnoses, containing
statements that have been categorized according to the types of intelligence themselves.
(2) Observation sheet of teacher activities and student activities. Observers fill out this
observation sheet with attention to student activities during the learning process in
student intelligence assessment sheets. (3) Learning Outcomes Test, given before
students receive the subject matter and then the final test carried out after teaching and
learning activities occur. (4) Student response questionnaire sheet.
Instrument and Data Analysis Techniques
Intelligence Test Data Analysis
Before learning instruments are made, intelligence tests are needed to determine the
dominant intelligence students possessed in the class being studied. The results of
which are used as an illustration to determine the appropriate learning method in
designing or designing learning that applies multiple intelligence, as for the analysis
carried out on This intelligence test data uses the following formula:
percentageof intelligence score =

 score of each intelligence x100%
 maximum intelligence score
(Sugiyono, 2015)

Each intelligence score is obtained from the number of questions on each intelligence
in the multiple intelligence diagnosis lists according to the student's nature and
character. The maximum intelligence score is the total score of all intelligence obtained.
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Observational Data Analysis
The observations' results are intended to describe implementing teaching and learning
activities during research on teacher and student activities using the multiple
intelligence approach.
Student activity data during the learning process
Student activity data is calculated as a percentage (%) of each indicator with the
following formula:
 frequency indicator that appears
% Activity of Student =
x 100%
 overallindicator frequency
(Lile, 2014)
The indicator with the highest percentage shows the dominant student activity.
Teacher activity data in managing learning
Teacher activities' data is obtained from the learning management observation data
used to analyze teachers' ability to manage learning by calculating the average of each
aspect of 3 meetings. Then the average value is converted to the following criteria:
0.00 - 0.69 = Less
1.70 - 2.59 = Average
2.60 - 3.49 = Good
3.50 - 4.00 = Very good
(Arikunto, 2011)
Additionally, the results of observations of teacher activity are analyzed using the
following formula:
 frekwenscy indicatorthatappears
% Activity of teacher =
x 100%
 overallfrekwency indicator
(Lile, 2014)
Student response data
Student response data were analyzed by counting each question answer as a percentage
(%):
 respondent' s answer x 100%
% Student Response =
 respondent
(Lile, 2014)
Assessment criteria:
• 20% - 55% = Negative
• 56% - 75% = Neutral
• 76% -100% = Positive
The percentage of completeness calculation
In order to check if students completed the questionnaires, the following formula is
used:
the number of correct answers
individual completeness :
x100%
the totalnumber of questions
(Noor, 2011)
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With the minimum completeness criteria in school is 72.
 students who completeX 100 %
percentage completeness =
 the entirestudent
(Noor, 2011)

Class average value

averagescore =

totalstudent scores
totalstudent
(Arikunto, 2011)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Initial Diagnostic Results
The results of the initial diagnosis of intelligence were obtained after students answered
the Preliminary Diagnosis Test results. The results of the calculation of the diagnostic
test can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1 Intelligence diagnostic results.
Numb.
Intelligence Diagnostic Test Statement Indicator
Class Score (%)
1
Linguistic: likes to read books, easy to tell stories, has good
13.45
vocabulary skills.
2
Logical-Mathematic: more able to solve calculation
12.21
problems than reasoning, to calculate accurately.
3
Kinesthetic: always wants to move when sitting for long,
12.83
likes to do lab work.
4
Visual: likes to scribble on books with pictures, likes to
15.36
read books with lots of pictures rather than reading
textbooks.
5
Interpersonal: have many friends, like to make friends &
17.93
work together in groups.
6
Musical: sensitive to rhythm, easy to catch the music.
12.83
7
Intrapersonal: can concentrate well, high awareness of
13.76
themselves, likes to work alone, has high self-esteem,
independent, can motivate oneself.
Based on Table 1, when viewing the score as a whole, it varies greatly. Linguistic
intelligence is 13.45%, logical-mathematical intelligence is 12.21%, kinesthetic
intelligence is 12.83%, visual intelligence is 15.36%, and interpersonal intelligence is
17.93%. Music intelligence is 12.83% and intrapersonal intelligence 13.76%. These
percentages explain that the seven intelligence of students varies from one student to
another. With this being said, the teacher's ability is required to manage the class and
make its teaching plan; therefore, students will understand and comprehend physics
material well (Hoerr et al., 2010 ). The teacher's plan is made in such a way as to the
intelligence that students have so that learning feels fun for students; consequently,
individual student intelligence data is needed (Kartikasari, 2016; Huda, 2013).
Nevertheless, this data cannot be used as a final result to determine the student's
intelligence. This data can be used as an initial diagnosis to determine the tendency of
students' intelligence. Upon further inspection, the more dominant intelligence is
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Interpersonal intelligence at 17.93%, and the least is logical-mathematical intelligence,
which is 12.21%. Based on this analysis, the seventh intelligence that is in line with
physics lessons is linguistic, logical-mathematical, visual, kinesthetic and intrapersonal
intelligence. Thus, the researcher uses this five intelligence in learning, especially in
teaching design in student activity sheets, while musical and intrapersonal intelligence
does not. Used in design but can be applied in a class at certain times as a refreshing
class (Chatib, 2013).
This difference in intelligence level shows that students have certain intellectual
tendencies and can solve problems, particularly those related to education. That does
not mean that other intelligence types are missing or absent, but intelligence is not well
developed yet. Less developed intelligence can be improved by continuously being
trained because by having the same intelligence that dominates these students, they can
become superior students. Therefore, researchers created learning instruments in ways
that five intelligence can be applied in teaching and learning activities besides training
other intelligence that is still unsubstantial with the hope of developing well, which
ultimately impacts student achievement (Lunenburg & Lunnenburg, 2014).
Results and Discussion Cycle I to Cycle III
Student Activities Towards Types of Intelligence
Table 2. Activities on student intelligence.
Numb.
1
2
3
4
5

Intelligence
Linguistic
Logical-mathematic
Visual
Kinesthetic
Interpersonal

Cycle 1
72
59
62
65
63

Result in (%)
Cycle 2
81
64
67
77
80

Cycle 3
90
73
79
84
84

On Table 2, cycle I to cycle III shows student activities or enthusiasm based on the
student intelligence assessment sheet. The student intelligence assessment sheet was
obtained through students' worksheets using either dominant or not intelligence shows
an increase from cycle to cycle which means students use intelligence is dominant well
and trains to develop less dominant intelligence (Abdulkarim & Al Jadiry, 2012). It is
hoped that in the future students can use and train their intelligence in learning and in
real life to solve problems (Al-Zyoud & Nemrawi, 2015; Alice et al., 2020).
Student Intelligence Ability Against Student Achievement
Table 3 Learning outcomes based on intelligence.
Numb.
1
2
3
4

Intelligence
Linguistic
Logical-Mathematic
Visual
Kinesthetic
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58.7
55.0
53.7
56.3

Result in (%)
Cycle 2
60.0
68.7
65.0
61.8

Cycle 3
72.5
77.5
73.8
72.5
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From Table 3, it can be seen that student learning achievement in cycle I for students
in the linguistic intelligence category as a percentage of 58.7%, students with logicalmathematical intelligence are 60%, students with visual intelligence are 65%, students
with kinesthetic intelligence are 56%, 3%. In contrast, in cycle II linguistic intelligence,
student learning achievement rose to 60%, which means the smallest increase in
learning achievement was 1.3% and in logical-mathematical intelligence increased
significantly, namely 68.7%, which means an increase in learning achievement for this
intelligence. This is very large because students can solve more complex problems in
working on questions (Lunnenburg & Lunnenburg, 2014) while visual intelligence has
increased by 65%, which means that the increase is relatively 11.3%, so students with
this intelligence can work on past questions. For students with kinesthetic intelligence
has a percentage of 61.8%, meaningful Ti students are capable enough to solve
problems (Irdes, 2014; Adhitama, 2015). Whereas in cycle III for students with dominant
linguistic, logical-mathematical, kinesthetic intelligence, respectively, had a learning
achievement percentage of 72.5%, 77.5%, 72.5%, the three intelligence had the same
average increase; significantly 12%. This average means that students with the three
intelligence can solve the problems well, and students with dominant intelligence in
visuals. This increase is not far from other intelligence, namely 73.8% with an increasing
percentage of 9%. So in the third cycle, students can achieve good learning achievement
(Astuti, 2018; Calik & Birgill, 2013).
Learning Management By Teachers In Using Multiple Intelligence Approaches With
Quantum Teaching Strategies
The results obtained based on Cycle I to Cycle III data can be seen in Table 4.
Table 4. Learning management.
Numb.

Cycle

1
2
3

Cycle 1
Cycle 2
Cycle 3

Learning Management
Achievement
Information
54.5
Enough
72.0
Good
83.0
Very good

Table 4 shows that the management of learning from cycle I to cycle III has increased
in the succession of 54.5%, 72%, 83%. This result indicates that the increase in activity
and student learning achievement is related to teachers' success (Hoerr, 2016; Lasimin,
2013; Suryani, 2016; Bancong, 2013).
Student Achievement After Multiple Intelligence Approach with Quantum Teaching
Strategy is Applied
The data obtained is based on students' average score in each cycle and the process of
students who have achieved completeness in learning in each cycle. The formative test
data analysis results from cycles I, II, III, can be seen in Table 5 below.
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Table 5. Classification of learning achievement.
Numb.
1
2
3
4
5

Description
The number of students
Average value
The number of students who completed
The number of students is not complete
Completeness Percentage

Cycle 1
32
55
12
20
38

Cycle 2
32
63.75
19
13
60

Cycle 3
32
74
26
6
81

Table 5 shows the percentage increase in the class average from the formative test,
from cycle 1 to cycle II. The increase is 16% and from cycle II to cycle III an increase of
10.25%. The analysis above shows that the average class score is getting better and
increasing besides that learning completeness is also increasing (Prabawanti, 2015;
Mohiddin, 2015; Alice et al., 2020; Cahyaningrum, 2019). The minimum grade
completeness criteria are 72.
Student Response Questionnaire
Student response analysis is obtained from a questionnaire where the questionnaire is a
sheet that must be filled in and used to determine the level of object response to
teaching and learning activities in class. The questionnaire in this study was given to all
XI-MIPA3 classes who had participated in the teaching and learning process. The
questionnaire given by the students covered six aspects of assessment, namely: whether
the teacher taught, whether the instrument was understandable or not, helping
understanding or not by applying multiple intelligence learning with the quantum
teaching strategy, whether the students were interested in learning if the researcher was
doing was reused in learning other materials, whether or not physics lessons are
engaging after using multiple intelligence learning with quantum teaching strategy,
whether learning uses multiple intelligence with quantum teaching strategy
(Sudarman, 2016; Siregar, 2014).
Student interest in teachers' teaching methods was 87.5%, clarity of the Student
Activity Sheet received responses of 68.7%, and understanding of the material using
multiple intelligence with a quantum teaching strategy was 78.1%. The multiple
intelligence's approvals with a quantum teaching strategy were carried out with
different materials' response was 81.2%. Additionally, the percentage of students'
interest in physics after using multiple intelligence with the quantum teaching strategy
was 84.3%. Following this result, the students' enjoyment in learning using multiple
intelligence with the quantum teaching strategy was 90.6%. From this data, it turns out
that the lowest response percentage is about the clarity of the Student Activity Sheet
that has been studied. The percentage is obtained because four intelligence questions
include four intelligence because they are faced with questions that lead to one
intelligence. Such as logical-mathematical intelligence; however, it is still categorized as
a positive response because it is still above 65% (Lile, 2014; Sari, 2013). In conclusion,
students can have an active interest and enthusiasm in physics using the quantum
teaching strategy's multiple intelligence approach. Which means that students'
responses to learning using the multiple intelligence approach with the quantum
teaching strategy are responded positively (Lunenburg & Lunenburg, 2014).
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CONCLUSIONS
The application of the multiple intelligence approach with the quantum teaching
strategy can improve student achievement. Based on the quantitative analysis results,
the teacher's learning management skills increased from Cycle 1 to 3, namely 64.5% in
Cycle 1, 72% in Cycle 2 and 83% in Cycle 3 and student activities the use of student
intelligence. Also increased from cycle I to cycle III. Students have high activity/
enthusiasm for physics after using learning by applying the multiple intelligence
approach with the quantum teaching strategy, which means that their response to
learning is positive. Along with the research results and the results of the data obtained
and the conclusions above, suggestions can be made in this study, including similar
research, improvements should be made to obtain better results. The research will be
better if the teacher explains how to meet the quantum teaching strategy, namely more
modern facilities and infrastructure, especially in ICT. For further research, it is
recommended first to apply each intelligence in one meeting to monitor intelligence
abilities students to solve problems and monitor each student's intelligence
development.
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